In this paper, the liquid liner implosion systems with the blade lattice is proposed for the rotational stabilization of the liner inner surface which is facing a plasma in a fusion reactor.
The blades are electrically conducting and inclined to the radial direction . Its major function is either acceleration or deceleration of the liner in the azimuthal direction.
This system enables us to exclude the rotary mechanism for the liner rotation. In this system, the liner is formed as an annular flow of a liquid metal (the waterfall concept).
Results show that there is no significant difference of the energy cost for the stabilization compared with the earlier proposed system where a liner is rotated rigidly before implosion.
Furthermore, the application of the rotating blade lattice makes it possible to reduce the rotational kinetic energy required for the stabilization at turnaround, where the lattice acts as an impeller in the initial liner rotation . There is an optimum blade angle to maximize the compressed magnetic field energy inside the liner for a given driving energy. KEYWORDS The stability criterion at turnaround (at peak compression) is expressed by dU/dt<= V2/r at the inner surface where U is the radial velocity and V the azimuthal velocity (6) . Even in the condition dU/dt=V2/r, the rotational kinetic energy at turnaround can not be neglected in comparison with the compressed payload (plasma+magnetic-flux) energy(5)(6)(10) and also from the consideration of the reactor feasibility . The system of the liner fusion reactor has been proposed in Refs. (3) and (15 kinetic energy for the stabilization at turnaround. In Chap. II, "the liner implosion systems with the blade lattice" is proposed for the stabilization due to the liner rotation, where blades are electrically conducting and inclined to the radial direction.
The major function of this blade lattice is either acceleration or deceleration of the liquid liner in the azimuthal direction.
The acceleration function can be obtained with the fixed or initially rested blade lattice and deceleration function with the rotating one.
In Chap. III, the equation of the liner motion is derived and the dynamics of the blade lattice is described.
In Chap. IV, the present systems are compared with the system where the liner at the initial position is in rigid rotation.
In consideration that implosion systems are not yet in a stage of detail design, discussions are made only on the concept of applying the blade lattice to the liner rotation. It should be noted that this concept can be generally considered to be the two dimensional liquid liner implosion in the (r, t) plane by giving some constraint force to the imploding liner. Therefore, considerations are not taken in this paper to other problems, e. g. the practical blade lattice structure, its structual strength against the dynamic pressure of the liner and the method of the lattice rotation. l W2 /2d= g , (11)), v the kinematic viscosity and p the gravitational acceleration.
II. LINER IMPLOSION SYSTEMS WITH BLADE LATTICE
In the case shown in Fig. 2 , the hydraulic diameter of the annular flow is given by
where S is the cross section of the flow, Z its wetted perimeter, X=r 2a /r 1a -, r1a, r2a are inner and outer radii of the liner at the initial position, i. e. radii of annular flow and mn is the number of blades. From Eq. ( 1 ), the velocity W is obtained by
where r,1a, n and W are in MKS units. Thus, owing to the existence of the blade lattice, the flow velocity W required for the condition Eq. ( 1 ) is reduced because of the decrease in the hydraulic diameter, i. e. the increase in the frictional force. 
III. LINER DYNAMICS
In this chapter, the equation of the liner motion is derived to determine parameters of the blade lattice for the rotational stabilization.
In the present model, as shown in Fig. 1 , the liner is placed initially in the blade lattice which rotates with the angular velocity OR=ORa inside the fixed insulator or QR.=0 if the lattice is fixed or initially rested. The liner is driven by the axial magnetic field B,, of which flux is confined in the region enclosed by the conductor and the liner outer surface (6) and compresses the inner axial field B,L. Let r1(t) and r2(t) be the inner and outer radii of the liner, R1 and R2 of the blade lattice, R3 the inner radius of the conductor and r(t) the radius of the fluid element. The inner radius of the insulator is equal to the initial liner outer radius r2a. The angle of lattice inclination p(r) to the radial direction is given by r sin p(r)=-r1a sin p0=z ,
where p0=p(r1a)=sin-1(z/r1a), r1a is the initial liner inner radius and z is defined in Fig. 1 .
For simplicity, following assumptions are made in this system :
(1) Blades, conductor and liner are infinitely conducting. 
respectively, where the suffix a denotes quantities at the start of motion. The mass conservation requires ( 6 ) Let U(r, t)(U, V, 0) be the velocity of the fluid element, where U=-dr/dt and a=-rU is independent of r from the mass conservation. The angular momentum A=rV per unit mass is conserved in the region of r>R2 and r<Ri, i.e. dA/dt=0 outside the blade lattice.
In the region of R,<r<R2, the azimuthal velocity V is given by V=U tan p+rOR, where OR(t) is the angular velocity of the rotating blade lattice. Thus, A=rV is written by (7) where the asterisk * denotes quantities when the fluid element of r passes through the inner end of blades, i. e. r(t)=Ri.
By assuming any external forces do not act on the blade lattice, the conservation of the total angular momentum is expressed by 
The further expression of the rotational kinetic energy Ev of the liner is also given in APPENDIX.
The stability criterion at turnaround is expressed by (5) 
where the suffix b denotes quantities at turnaround. When dU/dt-r-1V2=0 for r=-rb, we obtain (13) from Eqs. (10) and (12) by neglecting P2 in comparison with P, at turnaround. In a reactor, it is necessary to reduce the ratio 5 of the rotational kinetic energy and increase the ratio e of the compressed field energy at turnaround to the driving field energy. From the energy conservation at turnaround Eq. (10), and the stability criterion Eq. (13), 72 and 6 are written as (14) respectively, where (15) h=A*(r)/ A*(r1),
rj=rj/r1a, OR =ORTa , Ta=r1a/rP2a/rL and ORf is the angular velocity when r2(t)=R1. The quantity s is nearly unity when the major part of the system energy is partitioned to the rotational kinetic energy and the compressed field energy at turnaround. Thus, it is possible to reduce 5 and increase e by decreasing the angular momentum in the liner as seen from Eqs. (14), (15) and (16). The distribution function h(r) of the angular momentum is determined by the blade angle, the moment of inertia, the initial angular velocity and the inner radius of the lattice.
From Eqs. ( 8 ) and (10), the motion of the liner for 7-2(t)<R1<r1(t) in the case of R2=r2. can be obtained by following equations :
where the magnetic pressure on the liner inner surface is neglected compared with that on the outer surface.
In Eqs. (18) and (19), all quantities are expressed as non -dimensional forms and the symbol ^ denotes quantities scaled by r1 a spatially and by Ta= r1a/rP2a/rL with respect to time. The angular momentum A(r1) required for the stabilization is given by
Combining Eqs. ( 7 ), (18), (19) and (20), we can obtain parameters of the blade lattice for the stabilization at turnaround and the distribution of the angular momentum numerically by using the iteration method.
IV. NUMERICAL
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS First, the consideration is made on the case of the fixed blade lattice. Since O R(t)=0, the distribution function h(r) of the angular momentum per unit mass is given by h(r)= a*(r)/a*(r1) for r<R1.
• Figure 3 shows |a|=r|U| as a function of r1, for p(r)=p0=0, whose curve 
which satisfies the stability condition Eq. (13) . Figure 4 (a) shows the relation between p0 and 1-R1 for the condition dU/dt=V/2/r at r=r1b and quantities e and d, where dots on curves denote quantities in the case of the imploding liner which is initially in rigid rotation.
The distribution function h of the angular momentum is shown in Fig. 4 (b) as a function of ra=(1+r2-r21)1/2 where is is the initial value of r(t)/r1a.
Solid curves in Fig. 4(a) , (b) denote results in the case of the fixed blade lattice.
With decreasing 1-P1, | a*(r1)| is reduced because the liner inner surface leaves the inner end of blades in a short time after the start of the motion, which leads to the increase in the blade angle to obtain the angular momentum AV i) for the stabilization, as seen from Eq. (21). Then, the angular momentum A* in the liner becomes greater than that of the inner surface because the liner is further accelerated after the inner surface passes through the inner end of blades, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 (b) , which results in the increase in the rotational kinetic energy.
Therefore, it is necessary to increase the initial distance between the inner end of blades and the liner inner surface, i. e. 1-R1.
The increase in 1-P1, however, will be restricted in a reactor because blades reduce the compression volume which will be filled with a plasma, i. e. the blade lattice will act as a limiter for the initial plasma. It should be noted that there is the layer of a buffer field in the region enclosed by the plasma and the liner inner surface and its thickness ZIM is taken to be DM/r1a ?? 0.1-0.2 (1)(13). In the parameter range of interest R3/r2a ?? 1.1, r2a/r1a ?? r2 where r2a/r1a=r2
is from the captive liner condition(3) r1a-=r2b, computational results show that there is no significant difference of .5 for (DM/r1a ?? )1-P1 ?? 0.1, compared with the liner which is initially in rigid rotation.
Thus, the inner radius of the blade lattice will be determined without the encroachment of the initial plasma volume which is expected in a reactor. Broken curves in Fig. 4 shows quantities in the case of the initially rested blade lattice which is not fixed and can rotate.
The imploding liner is given the angular momentum by blades. At the same time, the blade lattice also obtains it in the opposite direction due to the conservation of the total angular momentum of the system. Thus, the increase in the angular momentum in the liner is suppressed by the rotation of the lattice and the rotational kinetic energy at turnaround becomes small compared with the case of the fixed blade lattice.
This reduction, however, is appreciable only when the moment of inertia of the lattice IB is sufficiently smaller than that of the liner IL. The result shown in Fig. 4 is of the case of BI IB/IL=0.2.
2.
Liner Implosion with Rotating Blade Lattice
In this case, the distribution function of the angular momentum for R1=r1a and r<R1 is given by from Eq. (7). It is assumed that the moment of inertia is sufficiently larger than that of the liner, i. e. OR(t) ?? ORa. If it is small, the angular velocity OR is increased by the imploding liner because of the conservation of the total angular momentum and the effective reduction of A in the fluid cannot be achieved. Figure 5 (a) shows the relation between p0 and ORa required for the condition dU/dt-r-1V2=0 (r=r1b) and quantities 72 and 6. The distribution function h for r<R1 is shown in Fig. 5(b) .
As shown in Fig. 5(a) , there is an optimum blade angle son,pm to maximize the compressed field energy for a given driving energy. The major part of the rotational 8 kinetic energy is given to the region near the inner surface at turnaround because the energy per unit volume is given by (rL/2)A*2(r)/r2 where A* is conserved. Therefore, the angular momentum is reversed in the outer region of the liner by blades with the angle p0 ?? pm, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . It is desirable to steepen the gradient of the angular momentum near the inner surface for the effective reduction of the rotational energy. That can be achieved by steepening the radial velocity rising with respect to the displacement of the liner. In the present model, the gradient |pA/pr| near the inner surface can be increased by reducing R3/r2a, i. e. the thickness of the layer of the driving magnetic field, when the magnetic flux is relaxed rapidly by the displacement of the liner.
However, the angular momentum distribution produced in this manner does not satisfy Rayleigh's stability criterion (12) pA/pr>0 and this rotational shear flow of the liner is unstable.
In the rotational shear flow, the equation of the displacement x of a fluid element from the unperturbed position can be approximately expressed by (12) 
where (pA/pr)1 is the gradient of the angular momentum near the inner surface. When the initial distribution of A near the inner surface is roughly given as
the gradient (pA/pr)1 at time t is written by (24) by using conservations of the mass and the angular momentum. In Eq. (23), 1 is defined as the depth of the angular momentum A from the inner surface of the initial liner at which A is reduced to A(ri)e-I. From Eqs. (22) 
